
LEGAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Legal-project management is the application of the concepts of project management to the control and management of
legal cases or matters. Practitioners of.

It is about motivating and managing the team delivering the work and making sure all elements involved come
together at the right time to deliver the project. Clients are fully aware of what is being done and lawyers know
exactly where they are in the project. About the author: Antony Smith is a non-practising solicitor with
post-graduate level qualifications in law, project management and computing. This sets out the key tasks or
milestones of the project, together with target completion dates for each one. However, for larger projects,
each element of the PID will have its own detailed plan. She have been living in Spain since , dedicating
herself with enthusiasm especially to the consultancy of legal projects. It is a given that the firm has the legal
expertise. Traffic light status of project fundamentals. Rob: I am very pleased to be joined by Kate Bassett
from Ashurst, who is going to go into more detail about her role and the role of a legal project manager. What
caused us to miss the budget projections? Finding the right level of information delivered to the right person
and the right time takes practice and flexibility. Legal project managers need to understand what clients really
value and then design the delivery project to make sure that value is delivered. What are the things that need to
be fixed going forward? There are legal project managers who have entered the law from other sectors.
Antony is the founder of Legal Project Management Limited. Additionally, many Request for Proposals RFPs
sent to law firms have specific questions about how firms are implementing LPM and whether they can
provide legal project managers to help keep the matter on track and more. Project management should not get
in the way of doing substantive project work; it should instead facilitate a more effective execution of that
work. Legal project managers find effective communications a lot easier if they truly understand what lawyers
are trying achieve and how they go about achieving it. Clients have been quick to identify LPM as a key
differentiator and are now beginning to request a review of legal project management strategies as a standard
part of their RFP and firm selection process. Client requirements need to be collected and understood to
identify the project's objectives. Closely tied to the kick-off meeting is the scoping plan. When it comes to
LPM, communication is the grease on the skids. Red usually means an aspect of the project is in trouble and
requires immediate attention. Please try again. Proposed schedule. The project review file helps counteract our
tendency to forget much of the past or view it through rose tinted spectacles. Change control. Communicate
clearly, concisely and without wasting time. This is the initial total budget estimate, based on the information
available to date.


